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PETA flushes
goldfish party
MARY BARCZAK
news@chherald.com

Curly, Larry, Moe, Shadrach,
Meshach and “A Bilie Goat” found
a home that isn’t a stomach with
3-year-old Carrington Coppinger
on Friday.
“Mommy feeds them way too
much food,”she said with a giggle.
Carrington’s mother, Kelley
Coppinger,
an
advertising
professional-in-residence
at
Western, was given seven goldfish
by one of her students who’s a
member of Delta Tau Delta.
“He said he had 1,500 goldfish
in his car and asked if I would like
to take any of them,” she said.
She said the biggest fish died
on Friday, but she took home six
others to her daughter.
Howard Bailey, vice president
for student affairs said a woman
saying she was from People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals
called him, and expressed concern
that the Delts were going to eat
live goldfish at their upcoming
Goldfish Party 2009.
See GOLDFISH,
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Add/drop fee
increased to
$50 for fall

LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Pearce-Ford Tower Coordinator Kevin Utt plays board games with a group of American and international students on the 27th floor of PFT during Talk on Tuesdays.
In addition to normal administrative and leadership roles as a hall director, Utt spends Tuesday afternoons helping international students become comfortable with
life at Western.

Movin’ on up

MARIANNE HALE
news@chherald.com
Students might think twice about
dropping classes next semester
after the Board of Regents made
the practice pricier.
The board voted to change the
add/drop fee for next semester from
$20 to $50 instead of charging
a $30 fee on top of tuition for
each credit hour a student takes
exceeding 15 hours.
The board also approved a 4
percent tuition increase.
The board’s meeting agenda
contained a proposal to charge a
$30 fee for each credit hour a
student takes exceeding 15 hours.
But the Student Government
Association and administrators
compromised to increase the add/
drop fee instead.
President Gary Ransdell said
in the meeting that he was pleased
with the compromise.
“It’s a great piece of work on
both parties’ part,” he said in the
meeting.
Ransdell previously said
administrators wanted the $30 fee
to offset the cost of added course
sections that become unnecessary
when students start dropping
classes a couple weeks into the
semester.
Student Regent Reagan Gilley
said the add/drop fee deals with
the course shopping problem that
administrators worry about more
directly than the $30 fee would
have.
He said the $30 fee would have
affected people who took more
than 15 hours a semester because
they’re trying to double major
whereas the increased add/drop fee
affects course shoppers.
See FEE,
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Hall directors prepare for higher positions of universities

JOSH MOORE
news@chherald.com
Robin Rathje said she just happened to be
in the right place at the right time to find a
job she loves.
Last summer she made the move from
Michigan to Bowling Green so her significant
other could pursue a master’s degree at
Western.
Rathje said she had never thought about
being a hall director until someone suggested
she talk to Lynne Holland, associate director
of Housing and Residence Life, about a job.

“Now I’m here and I really do love what
I do,” Rathje said. “I just didn’t know this
profession existed.”
Rathje is nearing the end of a year as the
assistant hall director of Minton Hall. Next
year she’ll be a residence hall director.
She’s one of seven assistant hall directors,
nine residence hall directors and eight
coordinators that manage the dorms on
campus, HRL Director Brian Kuster said.
The challenges of a hall director position
often help prepare employees for other
positions in higher education. While Rathje
is moving up others are moving on to new

positions outside of Western.
Kevin Utt, coordinator for Pearce-Ford
Tower, compares himself to the mayor of a
city of 900 people.
“This building never sleeps,” he said.
Utt said he’s responsible for making sure
the “town” runs smoothly and dealing with
any concerns that come up.
He said he’ll be the director of residence
life at Clarke College in Dubuque, Iowa next
semester.
See MOVIN’,

JOSH MOORE
news@chherald.com
Morgantown senior Julie Scott
and Clifty senior Heather Williams
got their hands dirty this weekend
helping plant Western’s herb garden
and learning to take apart a bicycle.
They attended the Campus
Community
Partnerships
for
Sustainability Conference, an annual
event to bring together Kentucky
colleges and communities to work
toward a more sustainable future.
The conference is hosted by a
different college each year.
The conference took place April

24 through 26.
Sara Ferguson, chair of the Student
Sustainability Committee, helped
with the conference.
“It definitely exceeded our
expectations,” she said.
Workshops on the herb garden
and the Big Red Bikes program,
which lets students rent bicycles,
were part of the conference.
Scott said she learned a lot about
the use of herbs and was glad to help
out for a good cause.
Louisville sophomore Joey Coe,
SGA sustainability committee chair,
also worked in the garden.
S e e A D V O C AT E S ,
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JACOB HILL/Herald

Clifty senior Heather Williams disassembles a bicycle in a bike maintenance
workshop put on by Elizabethtown junior Nick Asher and Louisville senior Emily
Wilcox, both involved in Big Red Bikes. The workshop was part of a weekend-long
sustainability conference on campus.
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DAY

u Disciples of Christ, 7 p.m., DUC 341
u Habitat for Humanity - WKU Chapter,
5:30 p.m., DUC 341
u Pagan Student Union 2009, 6:30 p.m.,
DUC 308
u SGA Student Senate Meeting, 5 p.m.,
DUC 305
u Table Tennis Club, 6 p.m., DUC Rec
Room
u Weight Watchers, 10:30 a.m., DUC 349

WEDNESDAY

FIRST MONTH FREE!!!
ABC SELF STORAGE
Don’t haul your stuff home...

store it here!

Student Summer Special!

2 months $35
FOR ONLY
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29

u WKU Trombone Studio Recital, 7:30
p.m., fine arts center recital hall
u Amazing Tones of Joy Bible study, 7
p.m., DUC 226

ed

to WK

U

Call Today
270.781.1886

Call 24 Hrs / 7 Days A Week 136 St. Charles Ave.

t

u WKU Steel Band Concert, 7:30 p.m.,
fine arts center recital hall
u 180 Campus Worship, 8:30 p.m., Grise
Hall Auditorium
u Amazing Tones of Joy, 7 p.m., DUC
349
L-Bike & Hike Info Meeting, 5 p.m.,
Preston Center
u Bowling Green/Warren County Schools
String Concert, 6 p.m., Diddle Arena
u CAB Movie - The International, 2 p.m.,
DUC 340
u Cabapalooza, 11 a.m., DUC lobby
u Day on Campus Program, 9 a.m., DUC
224

Grooves are on the edge of a
quarter.
Years and 20 thousand men
is what it took to finish the
Taj Mahal.

The calendar runs every Tuesday.
Send your event post request by 3 p.m. Monday
to calendar@chherald.com.

WHAT’S GOING ON

28

Acres worth of pizza is what
Americans take in each day.

Source: http://www.funfactz.com

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. Solution, tips
and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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u Americans for Informed Democracy, 9
p.m., DUC 226
u Black Men of WKU, 6 p.m., DUC 310B
u Cabapalooza, 11 a.m., DUC Lobby
u Stresstivus, 11-4, DUC South Lawn

THURSDAY

30

u An Evening of Dance, 8 p.m., fine arts
center theatre
u Anime Club, 7 p.m., MMTH 236
u Veritas Meeting, 2 p.m., DUC 349

FRIDAY

1

u WKU Wind Ensemble and Concert

Band Concert, 7:30 p.m., DUC Theater
u An Evening of Dance, 8 p.m., fine arts
center theatre
u Gamers’ Guild - Terrarium Tabletop
Game, 5 p.m., DUC 310A
u Honors Club Movie Night, 7 p.m., DUC
308

SATURDAY

2

u Kentucky Derby menu at RedZone, 4
p.m. to close
u An Evening of Dance, 8 p.m., fine arts
center theatre
u Gamers’ Guild, 5 p.m., DUC 310A
u Upward Bound, 8 a.m., Jones Jaggers
Hall

Crime reports

Reports
u Chad Bright, Barnes-Campbell Hall,
reported on April 26 that his iPod Touch
was stolen from his dorm room. The value
of the theft was $250.
u Evan McKinney, Barnes, reported on
April 26 that his Pioneer CD player was
stolen from his 2000 Chevy S-10 parked
in the Adams Street lot. The value of the
theft was $850.
u Stavon Williams, Pearce-Ford Tower,
reported on April 26 that his laptop was
stolen from his dorm room. The value of
the theft was $800.
u Joshua White, PFT, reported on April
26 that his Playstation 3, two textbooks

and several Mountain Dew drinks were
taken from his room. The value of the theft
was $480.
u Brittany Long, Minton Hall, reported on
April 25 that her backpack was stolen from
the seventh level of Parking Structure 1.
The value of the theft was $1,098.
u Steven Rivera and his roommate Joshua
Adkins, PFT, reported on April 25 that
their laptops and Xbox gaming systems
were stolen from their room. The value of
the theft was $3,300.
u James Sutton, McCormack Hall,
reported on April 24 that he had items
stolen from his dorm room while he
was asleep. The value of the theft was
$1,500.

u Andrea Daniels, Minton, reported on
April 24 that $79.98 worth of unauthorized
charges were made to her debit card.
u Mark Riddell, Minton, reported on April
24 that he had items taken from his dorm
room. The value of the theft was $1,708.
u Sara Simmons, Bemis Lawrence Hall,
reported on April 24 that items were stolen
from her vehicle in Parking Structure 1.
The value of the theft was $615.
u Matthew Greenwell, McCormack,
reported on April 24 that his blue Road
Master bicycle was destroyed at the bike
rack outside McCormack. The value of the
damage was $60.
u A male reported on April 24 that he was
assaulted at the University Farm.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
If you are interested call...

(270) 745-2653
or come in and...

FILL OUT AN APPLICATION
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PEOPLE

POLL

Q: What do you think about
eating live goldfish for
charity?

Hanna
West
freshman
Brentwood,
Tenn.
“I think it’s stupid that a
fraternity would want to do
that.”

Rebecca
Riley
freshman
Rockfield
“I think that’s animal
abuse.”

Eric
Cavender
freshman
Nashville
“Sigma Nu has the record
and I’m mad we didn’t get to
win it again.”

Griffin
Tucker
freshman
Campbellsville
“I don’t like the thought of
eating live animals, but it’s
tradition and for charity, so I
guess I’m OK with it.”
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Opinion
EDITORIAL

Staying true
to their word
Approving salary increases for administrators
was a poor decision
The issue: The Board of Regents
approved salary raises for some
administrative positions on Friday,
including a $32,000 raise for Provost
Barbara Burch.
Our view: After telling faculty and
staff that no raises would be given
out, the board’s decision to approve
administrative raises represents a double
standard that’s damaging to Western’s
academic reputation.
If there’s one element that’s critical
to the success of any relationship, it’s
trust.
Trust is particularly important in
the workplace, where employees must
believe their employer will be truthful in
both speech and action.
After the board’s decision on Friday,
trust between Western’s faculty and its
administration will be much harder to
come by.
Faculty and staff were told at the
campus-wide forum earlier this month
that a one-time bonus was the best that
Western could offer during such tough
economic times.
It took less than three weeks for
Western’s administration to go back on
its word.
Seeing the salaries of several
administrators increase sends a very poor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SGA missed student voice
on fee proposal

The goal of the SGA is to represent
the student body and fight for it’s voice
on fee proposal. This includes lobbying
Frankfort for more funding for higher
education to fighting the University
Administration against raises to tuition.
Lately, the SGA has been fighting
what it calls the “back door tuition
increase.”
For every credit hour that exceeds 15,
you will be charged an additional $30.
Originally, students were charged $300
if they were taking more than 18 credit
hours.
While this is change is hard on students,
the alternative SGA compromise is even
worse. According to the Herald, instead
of the proposed “back door tuition
increase,” the SGA is letting the Regents
increase the fee to add or drop a class
from $20 to $50.
Therefore, if you need to drop a class,
that is an additional $50. Adding a class
is $50. Switching classes is $100.
The idea behind such an increase
will help prevent students from adding
classes they may not want and dropping
it later. Ann Mead, the vice president

message to the people who work hard to
make Western “A Leading American
University.”
Such a decision makes it appear that
money can only be made available to
those in higher ranking positions.
Furthermore, raises such as the one given
to Burch seem inappropriate considering
the huge cuts that were recently made to
Academic Affairs.
With 4 percent gone from its
budget, Western made sacrifices that
will ultimately lower the university’s
standards in order to make the best of a
tough situation.
It says something about the character
of an administrator who chooses to
accept such a lofty raise when the rest of
campus is suffering.
The Herald holds Western’s
administrators accountable when they
say one thing and do another because the
consequences of such a blatant violation
of trust are clear.
Lying to the faculty and staff will
only cause Western to attract lower
quality teachers and drive away the ones
they already have.
In fact, at least one professor in the
music department has already resigned
following the board’s decision.
The Herald hopes this isn’t the

for Financial Affairs, conceded that even
though such an increase did not change
student behavior at other universities, this
would not prevent Western from trying this
themselves. The SGA apparently cannot
comprehend why students drop classes.
Instead of looking at the bigger picture, it
theorizes students are class-squatting on
their required class. It doesn’t think about
students who drop classes over financial
reasons, or the students who find that the
professors’ teaching styles or personalities
are incompatible with their own.
During the election, SGA members
were asked why students do not take
the SGA seriously — they responded by
pledging that they would represent the
student body. But the SGA obviously
does not have the student body’s interest
in mind with this side door tuition
increase.
Will SGA President Kevin Smiley be
true to his word when he promised to vote
against every single tuition increase?
Or will he bend to the will of the
Administration? If such an increase is
necessary, have they tried negotiating
a lower amount, or even splitting the
difference?
I urge students to let the SGA and
the Regents know exactly how you feel

beginning of a trend for frustrated faculty
and staff members.
But until Western’s administrators
can be truthful in their decision-making
process, who can blame them for wanting

to leave?

about this dramatic increase in fees. We
put the SGA there for a reason. Let’s
make sure our voice is heard.

an eye on what really matters. Say
goodbye to people you won’t see until
the fall.
If you are graduating, let people know
you will miss them. Let them tell you
they will miss you. We tend to rush a
bit this time of the semester. We get this
tunnel vision, and realize too late that we
missed a moment to just be human.
Research shows that the best predictor
of happiness in late adult years is the
number and quality of relationships you
had along the way.
Yes, your degree is important. There
is no question that your education is
important.
But you will also need people, and
people will need you, the rest of your
life. So take time now to meet more
people and let more people get to know
you.
Trust us — one of the genuine
blessings of being in college is that you
will meet more people like you than you
ever knew existed. You don’t have to
be alone. It just takes a little risk. You
have to make the first move and speak to
people. They need you as much as you
need them. Have a great semester, and
when you need help, it will be where
you find it.

Aaron Shuford
Lexington junior

Enjoy last weeks of school

As the semester comes to an end, let
us all take stock, rise above the daily
routine, and remind ourselves of what is
truly important.
College should be challenging, not
overwhelming. None of us gets through
college on our own. Sanity and happiness
come from interdependence — me
needing you and you needing me.
It is too easy to draw a circle around
a few people and shut everyone else out.
It’s too easy to decide before we know
someone if he or she isn’t our “type.”
No one has too many friends, and no
one has suffered or died from too much
friendship. So as this semester draws to
a close, we hope you will take time to
prepare for finals, but we also hope you
will take time to be with your friends,
your mentors and your families.
Stay focused on your work, but keep

This editorial represents the majority
opinion of the Herald’s 10-member editorial board.

SUBMISSIONS
The Herald encourages
readers to write letters
and commentaries
on topics of public
interest. Here are a few
guidelines:
1. Letters should not exceed
250 words, and commentaries should be 700-800
words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don’t submit plagiarized
work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in
every edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the
right to edit all letters for
style, grammar, length and
clarity. The Herald does NOT
print libelous submissions.

A cartoon strip by Annie Erskine

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed
in this newspaper
DO NOT reflect those of
Western’s employees
or of its administration.
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CAMPUS LIFE

Students dress in
drag to raise money
TABITHA WAGGONER
diversions@chherald.com
Versailles senior Paul Bradley
was hurriedly putting a skirt on in
the women’s restroom of Gordon
Wilson Hall Saturday night.
As he struggled into white
fishnet stockings, Brown Sugar, as
he was known that night, explained
that he participates in Alpha Psi
Omega’s annual “Gender Bender”
because the money raised goes to
scholarships.
Bradley said this was his fifth
time in the show.
“I know it’s going to be fun,”
said Nick Gossett, a junior from
Glasgow who had his realistically
stuffed top fondled several times
throughout the show.
Rick Thompson, a Louisville
junior known as Aquafina, struggled
to get his ponytail on, but his sponsor
helped while Bowling Green junior
Stephen Tabor organized which
dresses he would wear during what
part of the evening.
In the dressing rooms Jon Meyer,
a Crescent Springs freshman, and
Bowling Green freshman Will
Meredith were assisted into their
matching dresses and wigs by their
sponsor, Anderson County freshman
Molly Kays.
“They signed me up for it and
then they convinced me,” admitted
Meyer. “It is really stressful — a
lot more work than I would have
thought.”
Meyer said that he would not have
participated in “Gender Bender”
if Meredith hadn’t. Together, they
were Sapphire Divine and Ruby
Luscious, the Gem Sisters.
Meredith was also originally
hesitant to participate in the show
but gave one thought while Kays
applied makeup to his face:
“Well, at this point, who cares?”
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A rowdy crowd of about 50
cheered in the Gordon Wilson Hall
Lab Theatre as the six participants
were led out by Nashville junior
Molly Todd, whose round face had
a five o’clock shadow and Franklin,
Tenn., junior Kaitlen Osburn. Osburn
was dressed in a masculine fashion,
wearing an outfit reminiscent of the
musical “Newsies.”
Charita Moyers, a GrilleWorks
server and professors James Brown
and Andrew Duff took their seats
as judges. They were guffawing
throughout Gender Bender at the
various mishaps and answers of the
participants.
The lights twinkled different
colors; Meredith often pulled up
his lace-edged, thigh-high stockings
and at one point during the talent
LANCE BOOTH/Herald
segment, Meyer’s wig fell off. The Lawrenceburg freshman Molly Kays (left) applies make-up to Crescent Springs freshman Jon Meyer (right) to prepare for the
participants slapped their hips as
Gender Bender. Bowling Green freshman Will Meredith (center) and Meyer went as the “Gem Sisters,” Sapphire Divine & Ruby
they danced.
Luscious,
for the event.
The six men pranced out,
grinding with umbrellas to
Rihanna’s hit song “Umbrella.” As Aquafina danced with another girl
the song ended, Meredith called in the audience and the Gem Sisters
out, “I don’t need no man because sang the “Sisters” song.
“We got some winners,” Todd
I am a single lady!”
They quickly merged into the announced.
“And some losers,” someone in
popular Beyonce song, “Put A Ring
on It (Single Ladies)” while dancing the audience shouted.
The Gem Sisters placed third.
and waving their ring-less hands
Aquafina was the runner-up.
around.
“It’s good, it’s wonderful, I’m
Gender Bender had several
categories in the competition, blessed to be in second place—
including the opening number, hallelujah,” Thompson said, never
individual questions, the showcase once breaking character.
Natalie
Peak,
Louisville
of fitness and individual talent. Such
questions included: “If you could be sophomore, came to see the show
a lip gloss flavor, what would you with her friends.
“I thought it was a great show,
be and why?”
Root beer was one of the they really committed to their parts,”
she said.
answers.
In the end, Miss Gender Bender
During physical fitness, muscles
bulged, bosoms bounced and skirts 2008 was Miss Gender Bender
2009—Brown Sugar. With a Nashville junior Molly Todd (left) and Nashville junior Kaitlen Osburn (right), present
barely stayed down.
Brown Sugar gave a surprised gracious smile, the winner received Versailles senior Paul Bradley or “Brown Sugar,” with the first place prize at the Gender
girl in the audience a brief lap dance. a bottle of wine.
Bender sponsored by Alpha Psi Omega, the theatre honors fraternity.
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FACILITIES

ACADEMICS

Busy summer planned for construction Endowment to

fund scholarships
for injured athletes

JOSH MOORE
news@chherald.com
Classes will end soon for
Western students, but there
won’t be a summer break for
construction on campus.
Officials presented the
Capital Construction Project
Status Report to the Board
of Regents on Friday, said
Bryan Russell, director
of planning, design and
construction.
“There’s a lot going on this
summer, it’s going to be very
busy,” he said.
Here are the major
projects:

CHRISTINA HOWERTON
news@chherald.com

Snell Hall

The new classroom and
lab building on the science
campus will be ready for
classes this fall, Russell said.
The $33 million project
will probably be ready in July,
a month earlier than expected,
he said.
The building will also
include a dining services
location with sandwiches
and other snacks, Auxiliary
Services Director Gary
Meszaros said.

Science and
Technology Hall

The new location for
Western’s math department
will be ready for Spring 2010
classes, Russell said.
STH was built in 1925 and
is undergoing a $7 million
renovation that began last fall.

Van Meter Hall

The
addition
and
renovation to the 1910
building will be finished
by December, six months
ahead of schedule, Russell
said.
The 14,000 square foot
addition includes a new
dressing room, green room
and orchestra pit for the
performance hall.
The project will cost $21.8

million, according to the report.

Chandler Memorial
Chapel and
Columbarium

Bids for construction of
the $1.6 million chapel were
over budget, Russell said.
Officials are working
with the top three bidders to
evaluate the project and get
it within budget, he said.

College of Education
and Behavioral
Sciences building

Russell said work on
the $35 million project is
on schedule to be done by
December 2010.
The building will be
Leadership in Energy and
Environmental
Design
certified, which ensures
that a building will be
environmentally responsible,
profitable and healthy.

Preston Center

Construction of the addition

will be done by December,
Russell said.
The project is also ahead of
schedule, he said.
The $8.4 million project
adds a new weight and cardio
room to the building.

Paul C. Orberson
Clubhouse

The $800,000 baseball
clubhouse should go out for
bid in May, Russell said.
Officials want to start
construction on the project
by August, he said.

Carroll Knicely
Conference Center

Bids for the 27,000 square
foot addition will be opened
this week, Russell said.
The $4.1 million project
should be done by summer
2010 and is funded by the
Division of Extended Learning
and Outreach.

Fine arts center

Work on an addition to
FAC will begin in July or
August, Russell said.

The project is still in
planning stages and officials
don’t know when the project
will be done, he said.
The addition will cost $8.8
million, according to the report.

Parking Structure 1

Renovations to the parking
structure are in design phase,
Russell said.
The project will increase
the life of the aging structure
up to 20 years, he said.
Most of the project will be
done through the summer to
minimize disruptions, Russell
said.
The repairs will cost
$281,610, according to the
report.

Parking lots

Bids on improvements to
Adams Street, Pearce-Ford
Tower and Chestnut Street lots
will be opened today, Russell
said.
Work on expanding the
University Boulevard lot to
Normal Drive has already
started, according to the report.

Kaylee Egerer, a freshman
from
Rochester,
Mich.,
understands how injuries affect
student athletes because she
hurt her back, which kept her
from continuing to cheerlead in
high school.
So, when Western athletics
department officials asked
her how they should use the
$10,000 her uncle donated to
athletics, she said she wanted to
help injured athletes.
“Here I was, an eighteenyear-old freshman with all this
money on my hands,” she said.
The
Wilson
Family
Endowment
will
fund
scholarships for injured athletes
starting in the fall, Egerer said.
This is the first endowment
at Western for injured student
athletes, she said.
Athletes often get to keep
their athletic scholarship
when
injured,
Athletics
Director Wood Selig said. The
endowment will allow student
athletes to stay on scholarship
without using one of their
team’s scholarships.
Egerer’s uncle Jeff Wilson,
a Hilton Head, S.C. resident and
1972 Western graduate, said he
donated $10,000 to Western
athletics in December. Then he
donated $5,000 more in honor
of his friend, Herb King, who
died recently.
King, who lived in Hilton
Head, also graduated from
Western, Wilson said.
Egerer said her family
donated out of loyalty to
Western and ability to donate.
Seven of her family members
graduated from Western, she
said in an e-mail.

Egerer said she thinks her
family and friends will continue
to donate to the endowment.
Selig said providing support
for student athletes is a good
way to recruit and retain them.
Egerer said the scholarship
will help Western with recruiting
student athletes because it
shows them that there will be
another form of support if they
get injured while playing a sport
for Western.
Wilson said he wasn’t a
college athlete, but he’s seen
students drop out of school
because they are injured and
can’t afford college without
scholarships.
Selig said a committee will
chose the scholarship recipients
each semester.
Egerer said she’s on the
committee, but the other
members haven’t been chosen.
Coaches will submit requests
for the injured athletes to receive
the scholarships, Selig said.
They will chose one male
and one female student to get
the scholarship after enough
money is raised, he said.
Egerer said the endowment
will support one student next
year, but she hopes it will grow
to support two students in the
future.
There aren’t injured athletes
every year, so the endowment
will grow when the scholarships
aren’t used, she said.
Egerer said she’s working
with the Student Government
Association to get more money
for the endowment.
“I hope it never has to be
used, but if it does, it’ll be
there,” she said.
Next year’s scholarship
recipient hasn’t been chosen,
Egerer said.
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The experience he’s had with
PFT has prepared him well, Utt
said.
He oversees the student staff,
helps students with problems and
manages emergencies, he said.
“A lot of my job is being
available and visible for
students,” Utt said.
He helps them deal with
stress, roommate conflicts and
thefts, he said.
Utt said his favorite part
was helping students who are
struggling but want to do better.
Some students don’t know
about the resources on campus
that could help them succeed,
such as tutoring, and he can
point them to those resources,
he said.
“Hall directors aren’t people
that don’t want to leave college,”
Utt said. “This a profession.”
Minton Coordinator Nick
Wiard said he’s learned a lot
from his time as a hall director
at Western.

Advocates
Continued

from front page

“There’s nothing like getting
out there and getting your hands
in the dirt,” he said. “This is a
conference about the earth.”
The conference also featured
presentations by college faculty
and students and professionals
from around the state on various
sustainability issues and projects.
Ferguson said she enjoyed
hearing her fellow students
speak about projects they’ve
been working on.

Wiard spent two years as
coordinator at Barnes-Campbell
Hall before moving to Minton
three years ago.
“In five years, there’s nothing
that I haven’t gotten my hands
on,” he said.
Wiard said he’s looking for
a job in Alabama or Georgia,
close to his wife’s family.
He said he feels competitive
for whatever job he applies for
because HRL exposes its staff
to everything.
Wiard said he and Rathje
don’t have a lot of specific
responsibilities. Instead, they
share responsibilities based on
what experience the assistant
hall director needs.
Rathje said she’s been
finding her voice this year and
has had a lot of fun learning
with Wiard.
“You learn all the tricks of
the trade with that coordinator
by your side,” she said.
Next year, Rathje will be
getting the chance to learn in
her own dorm.
She said she’s excited about
the opportunity to gain even
more experience as a residence
hall director.

Kuster said the hall director
position isn’t necessarily meant to
be a final position. Many people
go on to other jobs in higher
education after a few years.
John Osborne, vice president
of campus services and facilities,
still has his original letter of
employment from August 1973
on his office wall.
He was the residence hall
director of Keen Hall from 1973
to 1976.
“It was a very colorful,
exciting three years to be a
hall director,” Osborne said.
“That’s what started my career
at Western.”
Living with the entire
football team made for a very
active dorm, he said.
Osborne said he and football
coach Jimmy Feix worked
together to make sure the team
acted respectfully.
Not only would students be
punished by the university for
discipline problems, but they
would find themselves running
laps at the track at 5 a.m. the
next morning, he said.
David Parrott, executive
associate vice president for
student affairs at Texas A&M

University, credits his years at
Western for where he is now.
He spent five years as a hall
director from 1980 to 1985, later
serving as director of residence
life.
“It was probably one of the
funnest times and also the most
challenging times I had in my
life,” Parrott said.
He recalled working with
Kuster and others to create
MASTER Plan, a program
that helps first-year students
connect with each other and the
university.
“It was great to see the impact
on students,” Parrott said.
It was also fun to see the
staff grow and develop from the
experience, he said.
Kuster, who himself served as
a hall director at Western from
1985 to 1989, said hall directors
do a little of everything.
Darryl Bridges, a hall
director for four years and now
the vice president for student
affairs at Francis Marion
University in Florence, S.C.,
said hall directors are on call all
the time.
Things always happen at 2
a.m. instead of 2 p.m., he said.

Jerome Ringo, president of the
Apollo Alliance and the first black
chair of the National Wildlife
Federation, opened the conference
on Friday night in the Downing
University Center Theater.
Ringo said he sees a generation
of college students that understand
the environmental crisis. He
challenged students to do
something about the crisis.
He said their children would
look them in the eyes some day and
ask them what they did to stop the
melting of Mount Kilimanjaro.
“This is your opportunity to
prepare your answer for 10 or
20 years from now,” he said.
Chad Pregracke, whom Ryan-

Downing called her “personal
hero,” spoke on Saturday night at
the fine arts center amphitheater.
Pregracke told the crowd
about starting Living Lands and
Waters, an organization that
works to remove trash from
rivers, at the age of 23.
His organization has removed
about 5 million pounds of
trash from rivers since 1998,
Pregracke said.
He advised students to find
what they want to do and do it.
“I hope to hear your guys’
story in five or 10 years,”
Pregracke said.
Saturday night also included
a local foods dinner and a

performance by bluegrass band
The Colonel’s Secret Recipe.
They performed on a stage
powered by solar power.
The conference ended on
Sunday with the Water and
Climate Change Film Festival, a
national film festival sponsored
by Berea College, and field trips
to sites such as Mammoth Cave
National Park.
Williams said the conference
allowed her to connect with
people and find out more about
what Western is doing.
Scott agreed.
“It’s good to be involved in
the campus you live on,” Scott
said.
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Bailey said she was
disturbed by people eating live
goldfish at Western because
it’s cruel.
He said the Delts donated
the real fish and bought
some goldfish crackers for its
Goldfish Party.
Bailey said this is the first
year the party has attracted
attention of agencies outside
of Western.
Louisville senior Doug
Russell, who is the Delt
president, declined to comment
on the party.
According to PETA’s
Web site, a staff member
of Philadelphia Insurance
Companies swallowed a
live goldfish for a company
fundraiser this year.
PETA sent the company’s
corporate headquarters a letter
telling them that eating goldfish
could be illegal according to local
laws and asking them to make
sure it doesn’t happen again,
according to the Web site.
“We also pointed out that
fish are smart animals with
distinct personalities and that
they feel pain and fear just as
other animals do,” the Web
site stated.
PETA officials couldn’t be
reached for comment.
Bailey said the Delts’
chapter adviser told the
members it was in their best

27

from front page

interest not to eat live goldfish
because it would cause them
some grief.
“Whether the students
intended to eat the fish or not I
can’t say,” Bailey said.
The Goldfish Party T-shirt
has a picture of a smiling
goldfish with “Betcha can’t eat
just one” printed on the back.
Bailey said the Delts charged
at the door for the party in
previous years to raise student
awareness about cancer.
Somerset sophomore Kenny
Vaught, social chair for the
Delts, said he planned the party.
He said the party’s happened
since 1993.
Vaught said that the event
was just a party.
According to the Facebook
group “Party 2009!!!,” Vaught
changed the name of the group
from “Goldfish Party 2009!!!”
to “Party 2009!!!” on Friday.
Diana Gibbs, owner of
Fishey Business, said the Delts
ordered 1,500 goldfish from
her store about a month ago.
She said when people order
fish in bulk from the store they
don’t ask what they will be
used for.
Gibbs said the Delts have
ordered goldfish from her store
for seven or eight years.
Gary Wiser, coordinator of
Greek affairs, said the Delts
haven’t had an issue with the
party in the past.
He said the Delts thought
it’d be best to give away the
fish.
Wiser said the Delts gave
the fish to a feeding pond.
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GREEK LIFE

KD, SAE take top
Greek Week honors
WHITLEY TOBIN
diversions@chherald.com

were donned in thick Dickies
jumpsuits. The girls had their
hair back in ponytails, away
The thick, cold mud at from their faces and some of
Western’s Ag Farm was the the guys tied bandanas around
landing ground for 16 people in their heads to keep sweat from
trickling into their eyes.
a pit pulling a coarse, tan rope.
The teams lined up against
It wasn’t for physical
education class or elementary the fence so they wouldn’t get
field day. It was one of the distracted by any of the outside
most anticipated events for the activities.
The intensity was inevitable
annual Greek Week — Tug.
The game took place Friday as the closer the audience got to
the sun beamed down on the the neon caution tape outlining
the mud pit where
spectators dressed to
the war took place.
protect themselves
Whichever
team
from the mud that
was pulling at any
everyone else was
moment had its own
slipping around in.
cheerleading section;
Twenty-one teams
the girls shouted
wanted the numbersorority
chants,
one title in the war,
— Stephen Biles the guys yelled for
but everyone couldn’t
win.
Lexington senior their brothers to
pull harder and the
Alpha
Gamma
Rho fraternity and Kappa Delta coaches screamed encouraging
sorority rose above them all to words as they walked back and
forth in their rain boots.
claim the victory.
Although the game was
Some parents drove to
see their children participate. intense and the people near the
Louisville sophomore Brittany front were very serious about
Collins’ family came to cheer the sport, some of the teams
simply enjoyed the game and
her on from the sidelines.
The Collins family drove played with a more lighthearted
two hours with her 80-year- outlook.
“It’s intense, we just go at it
old grandmother JoJo, aunts
and younger cousins. They said for four minutes,” said Lexington
Brittany enjoys it a lot, so they senior Stephen Biles, a member
didn’t mind making the drive of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. “We
to see her pull for the Kappa just want to have fun.”
While the KDs practiced
Deltas.
Just as the fraternities and two hours a night, four times a
sororities had their custom week for three months, some of
T-shirts, the families also had the other teams didn’t practice
shirts made. The Collins wore a once. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
pale yellow shirt with a picture didn’t practice at all, Biles said.
“We just go out there and
of the team from last year sitting
have fun. We hope we don’t get
in the mud.
The people pulling rope a good team,” he joked.

“It’s intense,
we just go
at it for four
minutes.”

ARIANA MCLAUGHLIN/Herald

Biles was a coach, though
still covered in mud. He said
there is a method to winning,
but his team hasn’t figured it
out yet.
“Until I can figure out the
method and pass it down to
someone on my team, I’ll just
continue to tell them to pull!”
Biles said.
Tug is one of several events
held during Greek Week every
spring. Greek Week began as
a way to promote unity and
charitable efforts among Greek
organizations.
Other events include Spring
Sing, which Alpha Delta Pi
sorority and Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity won, an American
Red Cross blood drive and
Philanthropy Day. The winners
were announced at Sunday’s
convocation. This year, the
Kappa Deltas continued their
reign as overall sorority winner
of the Karen Towel award and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon won the
M. Reed Morgan award for
overall fraternity.

(Above) Sebree senior Lauren
Cottingham pulls along with
other tuggers to win first place
for Kappa Delta at the annual
Greek Tug competition on
Friday. Kappa Delta went on to
win overall Greek week champions and the Karen Towell
award.
(Left) Daniel Gardner, a senior
from Rockport, Ind., center, and
Bowling Green, sophomore
CJ Simouth pour beer into the
mouth of Danville senior Dan
Nedvidek in a practice they call
“distance chugging” outside
the annual Greek Week Tug at
the Agricultural Farm on Friday.
“It felt great,” Nedvidek said.
“It’s the best thing I’ve done all
day.”
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ACADEMICS

Art professor uses seats as his set 2 professorships

get boost from state

TABITHA WAGGONER
diversions@chherald.com
On the top floor of the
fine arts center lives the art
department. Each classroom,
gallery and office is unique,
but some stand out more than
others.
Inside associate art professor
Jeff Jensen’s office, several
rows of different football
helmets make their presence
known immediately. Cal, NC,
Titans, NT and other shortened
school and professional team
names grace the sides of the
multi-colored helmets.
A photo of a young Bowling
Green High School cheerleader,
his daughter, sits on his desk.
Lava lamps and a Communist
party
Pravda
(“Truth”)
newspaper from decades ago
hint at an era long past.
A strange, colorful chair with
a snake, a Toucan Sam-like bird
and other jungle animals sits in
a corner. On the opposite end
of the room is a similar chair
that is being chewed apart by
massive beetles.
Jensen specializes in graphic
design, but he leaves room to
explore much more.
“As you can see, I like
stuff,” the football-player-sized
professor said.
He grew up in the small
town of Hampton, Iowa, where
he played sports. But sports
weren’t what Jensen wanted to
do forever.
“Art was really what I wanted
to do,” he said.
He planned to be a “political,
serious artist.” But he found
himself unhappy with what he
was doing and where he was,
so he decided to create big,
colorful and happier artwork.
Jensen got married. He said
his wife brought to his attention
that they needed him to make
money.
“Artists went to school to
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MARIANNE HALE
news@chherald.com

LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Associate Art Professor Jeff Jensen is seen with one of his creations— a chair you can’t sit in. A
faculty member since 1986, Jensen has also designed uniforms for Western’s football team.
make art, not make money,”
he said.
Jensen, who holds a BFA,
MA and MFA from the
University of Iowa School of
Art and Art History, began
his career at Western in 1986.
He now teaches illustration,
drawing and other courses.
While he was finishing his
master’s, someone playfully
teased him, “Jeff, what are you
going to do with that? You’re
going to be in design — your
work has to be functional.”
Jensen chuckled, thinking of
how he proved the contrary.
“So I decided to make chairs
you can’t sit in,” he said.
Jensen is interested in the
three-dimensional
aspects
of everything. When he sees
something, he tries to figure out
how he could interpret it in 3D.
Ideas come to Jensen in the
form of chairs. Sometimes he
does a drawing in a journal, and

other times his ideas end up as
pastels.
Jensen designed the previous
football uniforms and helmets
for Western’s team and built a
helmet display for the locker
room.
“I wanted to figure out a way
to help them out,” he said. “I’ve
enjoyed it very much.”
As the artist and art
consultant for the Guthrie
Tower and Plaza project,
Jensen was entrusted with a
box of old photographs from
Lowell Guthrie, brother of the
late Korean war veteran Sgt.
1st Class Robert Guthrie.
He asked the family who
they wanted in the memorial,
then he chose different photos
for the eight panels of granite
etchings. Jensen went to
Washington, D.C., to view the
Korean War memorial so he
could help create the Guthrie
memorial the way he thought it

should be done.
On the day of the dedication,
Jensen met two of the veterans
in his design, one of which was
Virgil Miles. Jensen said that
Miles looked at his own image
and told Jensen that the day the
photo was taken was the coldest
day of his life.
“Listening to him talk was
very emotional,” Jensen said.
He became close to Lowell
Guthrie because of this project
and values his friendship
highly.
“That ended up being one
of the best things that ever
happened to me,” Jensen said.
But
Jensen
said
he
hasn’t reached his greatest
accomplishment.
“It hasn’t happened yet,” he
said laughing. “As an artist, I
don’t think you can say you’ve
ever done the best thing —
you’re always doing what’s
next.”
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Honors College Director
Craig Cobane said that
when someone replaces him,
“hopefully in 500 years,” they’ll
get to help students through the
endowed professorship created
for his position.
Endowed professorships are
prestigious faculty positions,
said Tom Hiles, vice president
for institutional advancement.
Western uses the interest from
endowments to supplement or
enhance positions.
“They’re kind of like the
Good Housekeeping seal of
approval,” he said.
The Board of Regents
approved a request at its Friday
meeting to pursue money from
the state to match money for
two endowed professorships,
including Cobane’s and a
professorship in horticulture
for Assistant Agriculture
Professor Martin Stone.
The
Council
on
Postsecondary
Education
requires the board to approve
the matches before Western
gets the matching money,
Hiles said.
He said John and Jacque
Jarve donated $500,000 to
create the Jarve Endowed
Professorship in the Honors
College.
An anonymous donor gave
$500,000 to create the Mitchell
Leichhardt Professorship in
Horticulture, he said.
Stone said the professorship
is in honor of Leichhardt, a
landscape architect.
“It’s really thrilling to honor
Mitchell,” Stone said. “It’s
nice for me to be affiliated
with his name.”
State matching money
would take the two endowed
professorships, which are

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

among about 35 at Western,
to $1 million each, Hiles said.
Hiles
said
Western
didn’t have any endowed
professorships before President
Gary Ransdell took office.
Ransdell was appointed
president in 1997.
Stone said he can use the
money from his professorship
to do research, including
research on organic heirloom
tomatoes.
Money
from
the
professorship will help pay
for graduate students to
do research and fund their
stipends, travel and equipment,
he said.
The professorship also
allows Stone to be paid for
12 months instead of nine
months, he said. Most faculty
members get paid for a ninemonth period.
Cobane said the Honors
College can use the money
for scholarships, including
study abroad scholarships, and
undergraduate research.
He said the professorship
doesn’t increase his salary.
Both Cobane and Stone
said that when they leave
Western,
students
will
continue to benefit from the
professorships.
“In 100 years and in 200
years, there will still be a
Leichhardt professorship in
horticulture,” Stone said.
Hiles said giving matching
money for the professorships
is a good a investment for the
state.
Endowments nationwide
have taken a plunge because
of the economic downturn.
“It’s a big blessing to be
able to add several million
dollars to our endowments at a
time when endowments across
the country are down,” Hiles
said.
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Gilley said SGA senators
took an informal vote at their
meeting last week, and almost
all of them preferred increasing
the add/drop fee to adding the
$30 fee.
The add/drop fee will only
be charged to students who
add or drop classes after a
certain date, and students who
add or drop classes early in the
semester won’t be charged the
fee, Gilley said.

Ann Mead, vice president
for finance and administration,
said the university will continue
assessing the charge to students
taking more than 18 hours.
Now, the fee is about $300
for every extra course.
The increased add/drop
fee won’t be the only thing
students see increase next
semester. Students face a 4
percent tuition increase.
The Council on Postsecondary
Education set a 4 percent cap
this year on tuition increases for
regional universities including
Western.
Regents went with the 4
percent increase, which will

be used to pay for fixed-cost
increases and to make up where
state funding has slacked off.
Gilley said he understood
the rationale behind the tuition
increase because it will pay
for things that help students,
including utilities.
“Without that, the buildings
wouldn’t be available,” he
said.
But Gilley said he didn’t
vote for the increase because
he represents the student body,
and he doesn’t want tuition to
go up.
The increase has to be
approved by CPE at its May
22 meeting.

On line beats In line
any day
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BEYOND THE HILL

CASSIE BROOKS/Herald

Russellville junior Randy Winstead, and Atlanta freshman Mason Beckman lead Western’s
rope during the final portion of Invisible Children’s march through Nashville. The march ended
at the Bicentennial Mall below the Capitol building. Winstead, Beckman and nearly 1,000 other
abductees would spend the evening sitting across the Mall writing letters to members of
Congress and the House to raise awareness about the plight of Joseph Kony’s child soldiers in
Uganda and the Republic of Congo.

Invisible Children
STAFF REPORT
news@chherald.com

Order your Fall Parking
Permit Today
www.wku.edu/transportation
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On Saturday, more than 20 Western students carpooled to Nashville dressed in mock AK-47
T-shirts with bags packed, prepared to spend the night outdoors.
The students, along with nearly 1,000 others, gathered in Nashville’s Centennial Park to raise
awareness for the Lord’s Resistance Army child soldiers.
In Uganda and the Republic of Congo, Joseph Kony leads the army and is responsible for the
deaths of countless civilians in the last 23 years.
The students who gathered in Nashville were a part of many Invisible Children chapters who
gathered to abduct themselves in remembrance of the kidnapped child soldiers.
In Nashville, the group marched a little less than three miles to reflect the marching that child
soldiers are often forced to do.
“At first I thought about the heat and being so tired from marching,” Lexington sophomore
Jordan Quinn said. “But then I thought about the child soldiers without shoes and no way of
knowing where they were marching or when they would stop marching.”
When students reached the Bicentennial Mall, they waited to be “rescued” by Sen. Lamar
Alexander, R-Tenn. They passed the time by playing UNO and listening to several speakers.
Participants were considered “rescued” if a major media source and a celebrity or politician
showed up at an event.
The rescue came just before 8 p.m., but many students stayed in Nashville to write letters
about issue.
The goal of the “rescue” was to raise awareness and pressure the governments in the nine
countries where protests took place to end the war and to bring the child soldiers home.
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ADMINISTRATION

Western hosts emergency
management summit

EMILY ULBER
news@chherald.com
Western may be ahead of the
game in emergency management
at Kentucky universities.
Western’s department of
environment, health and safety
hosted the first statewide
Emergency
Management
Leadership Summit last week.
The summit, which took
place at the Center for Research
and Development, was a way for
Kentucky colleges to compare
emergency
management
tactics, said Mark Pendley,
director of environment, health
and safety.
Twelve
schools
were
represented at the summit, he
said.
Pendley; Dennis Sullivan,
environmental
operations
manager for the University
of Louisville; Christy Giles,
director of the Office of
Emergency Management at
the University of Kentucky
and Jeff Steen, environmental
coordinator for Murray State
University, led discussions on

Victory

Continued

from sports page

“We picked up the tempo
and got some things going,”
Smith said. “We got a big play
here or there and a spark, and
that’s all you need to get into
a rhythm.”
Smith finished the game
throwing for 59 yards on three
of nine passing, including a 30
yard touchdown pass to junior
wide receiver Dustin Boyer.
“Brandon was solid,” Elson
said. “But we are still missing
some throws we need to be
more consistent with.”
In winning the game, Smith
and his fellow white team
members earned the right to
eat steak at the team cookout,
while the losing team had to
settle for hot dogs.
The other two quarterbacks
for Western, freshmen Kawaun
Jakes and Marcus Vasquez did
everything they could to move
up the depth charts.

emergency management tactics,
according to the agenda for the
summit.
Western had some of the
most effective emergency
management techniques there,
Pendley said.
“We’re really doing a
fantastic job,” he said.
Deborah Wilkins, chief
of staff and general counsel,
said Western’s exceptional
information
technology
department has made the
campus a leader in emergency
management.
The fights on Oct. 22 also
allowed Western to see where
its weaknesses lie, Wilkins
said.
“As unfortunate as it all
was, it was a great learning
experience for all of us,” she
said.
Pendley did a presentation
about
training
Building
Emergency Safety Team
members and applying Building
Emergency Action Plans, he
said.
By this fall, there should be
two BEST team leaders who are

trained to deal with emergency
management procedures in
every non-residential building
on campus.
About half of the leaders
have completed online training
so far.
They should be done with
training by June 30.
The completion of training
for BEST members is a priority
for emergency management at
Western, Pendley said.
“We need to do a better job of
educating and raising awareness
on emergency management,” he
said. “We need to figure out
how we can do a better job
of getting the information out
there.”
Pendley said many smaller
schools at the summit were
interested in BEST and BEAP.
Smaller schools don’t
always have the same resources
as Western or other large
universities, but they can still
have effective emergency
management, he said.
“Surprisingly, they don’t
have to spend as much as they
may think,” Pendley said.

The two of them combined unit,” Bullard said.
Elson said he was very
for 246 yards by completing
happy with the potential depth
20 of their 27 passes.
of the team after
“I feel much
some
starters
better than I did
recover
from
in the beginning
injuries.
of the spring of
“If you get to just
our quarterback
position
as
a
one or two guys are
whole,” Elson said.
out and look and
“I feel like we will
see what our depth
kick off our season
chart will look like,
with a very solid
it makes you feel
guy that I think
pretty good,” Elson
will be able to lead
said.
us to win.”
Bullard
said
Smith
will
— David Elson that the chemistry
remain No. 1 on
Coach is good now, but
the depth chart
once the injured
according to Elson,
players come back,
but Elson also said
he thinks it will
that things can be subject to improve.
change this summer.
Elson is excited for the
Though the defense lost, upcoming year but knows
junior
linebacker
Chris there is still work left to be
Bullard said he thought the done.
defense showed great effort
“We’ve got to become a
and tenacity.
smarter football team, make
“We made major strides better decisions and eliminate
— we had guys step up, and penalties that aren’t forced,”
everyone overall played as one Elson said.

“I feel much
better than
I did in the
beginning of
the spring of
our quarterback position
as a whole.”
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SOFTBALL

Lady Toppers smooth rough patches

RANDALL REARDEN
sports@chherald.com
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In the past week, Western’s
softball team hit what Coach
Tyra Perry said was a difficult
patch.
It came in the form of a fivegame losing streak which dated
back to April 19.
But the Lady Toppers
smoothed things out with two
straight wins and a series win
against South Alabama over the
weekend in Mobile, Ala., losing
game one 8-0 in six innings
before winning game two on
Saturday 5-4 and game three
3-2 on Sunday.
Perry
said
that
the
turnaround came a little later

Toppers

Continued

from sports page

Ridings went 4-0 in six Friday
appearances before pitching the
last two innings of Western’s
10-9 win at Kentucky on April 8,
earning his second career save.
“That happened to be on a
Wednesday, and I couldn’t have
come back to throw on Friday,”
Ridings said. “They moved me
back to Saturday, and Hightower’s
throwing really well, so it just
happened to work out both ways
for us.”
Ridings has a 2-1 record
since making the switch back to
Saturday starts.
He earned a save on April 22
against Eastern Kentucky, then
struck out three batters in seven
innings in Saturday’s 8-3 win.
“My mindset — it stays
the same, whether it’s Friday,
Saturday, or coming to relieve,”
he said. “The only difference is
getting an extra day to see the
hitters. If I pitch on Saturday, I
get to watch the hitters hit three
or four times on Friday, and I try

than expected.
“We were at the point of
hitting a rough spot,” Perry
said. “But then we started to lay
down in it and let it linger too
long instead of turning things
around. I really feel that we
should have turn things around
sooner than we did.”
Perry said players and
coaches made adjustments but
received a wake-up call when
the team lost 8-0 in six innings
in game one on Saturday.
Perry said that South
Alabama was a very good team
but not vastly better than the
Lady Toppers.
“We got shaken up by
getting run ruled by a team
that’s a very good team (South

Alabama) and that’s been hot
lately,” Perry said. “But they
weren’t eight runs better than
us. I think that was a wake up
call and, even as coaches, we
made some adjustments and got
more aggressive on the field. In
turn, the players became more
aggressive as well.”
Although the Lady Toppers
broke the streak, senior pitcher
Ryan Rogge said it was really
difficult.
“We seem to do everything
in streaks,” Rogge said. “It was
really nice to finally be able to
have that one. We had to fight
really hard for it. That game
was not an easy one at all.
Everyone put everything they
had out there.”

to use that to help me out.”
Hightower is now 5-1 on the
season and 1-1 since becoming
the Friday night starter.
He has a 3.04 earned run
average, second-best in the
SBC, and also has a .310 batting
average, having started 28 games
in left field.
Finwood said that both Ridings
and Hightower have provided
invaluable contributions to the
Toppers this season.
“The ability to come in and
pitch on whatever day we need
them to — that’s huge for us,”
Finwood said. “Both of those
guys, I have all the confidence
in the world sending them out to
pitch against anybody we face.”
Hightower pitched a complete
game in his first Friday start
of the season, allowing five hits
and one run and striking out 13
batters against New Orleans on
April 10.
“It really doesn’t make
a difference to me, Friday or
Saturday,” he said. “It’s baseball.
I just go out there and try to throw
as many strikes as I can.”
Western returns to action at
6 tonight against Austin Peay at
Denes Field.

Ends
Continued

from sports page

“It’s over, so there’s a little
bit more relaxation,” he said.
“You just come out here, and
you don’t have everybody
rooting for you to get a hit.
You just come out here and
do whatever you do.”
Rice’s hitting streak was
halted three games short of the
Sun Belt Conference record
of 34 games, set by Florida
International’s Bryan Pullin in
2005-06, and tied the singleseason conference record.
Coach Chris Finwood said
that he was “incredibly proud”
of Rice’s accomplishment.
“You have a 31-game
hitting streak, tied the
conference
single-season
record, set a school record
at this level of baseball, it’s
amazing,” Finwood said.
Rice has a team-best .404
batting average, 69 hits and
56 runs batted in.
As of April 19, he ranked
16th in the NCAA in both hits

Rogge said that the Lady
Toppers weren’t fazed by the
losing streak and that it built
confidence.
“I don’t think anyone was
really nervous getting into that,
and no one is really nervous
now,” Rogge said. “We’re more
confident now. We feel like if
we go out there and play as hard
as we can play, we’re going to
win.”
Western has only one more
week of games before it heads
off to Denton, Texas, for the Sun
Belt Conference Tournament.
The Lady Toppers will return
to the field when they take on
Belmont in a double header at
5 p.m. Wednesday at the WKU
Softball Complex.
and runs batted in.
“He’s just been great this
whole year for us,” junior
third baseman Wade Gaynor
said. “Every time we need
a big hit, he’s come up and
delivered.”
Rice said he tried not to
focus on the streak, keeping
his attention on winning
games instead.
“I knew I was in the 30s,
but I had no idea what the
record was. I had no idea what
WKU’s record was,” he said.
“I didn’t want to try to put
pressure on myself, because
I felt like if I knew — “All
right, this is the record — I’ve
got to get a hit today,” — I’d
try too hard.”
Finwood said that even
though he was proud of
Rice’s hitting streak, he was
also relieved that the pressure
was off.
“I thought a little bit —
he might not admit it — but
towards the end, he started
pressing,” Finwood said. “I
told him on Sunday what a
great accomplishment it was,
but also how happy I was that
it was over.”

This Semester’s Dining Styles Survey Winner

Dan Taylor
R E S TAU R A N T & C AT E R I N G G R O U P
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Nena Shomler, Marketing Director of the WKU Restaurant &
Catering group awards Dan Taylor an 8GB Apple ipod Touch for
winning the Grand Prize in our Dining Styles Survey.
Thanks to everyone who participated.
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Western signs one more

Men’s basketball coach Ken
McDonald announced Monday
that forward Cliff Dixon has
signed his letter of intent to
play at Western next season.
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Dixon, the half-brother of
current Oklahoma City Thunder
player Kevin Durant, averaged
15.3 points and 8 rebounds per
game last season while playing
for Hutchinson Community
College in Hutchinson, Kan.
“I don’t even think he has
scratched the surface in terms of
how much he can improve and
how much he can be a threat

on the floor,” McDonald said.
“He plays on the perimeter.
He plays on inside. He is very
long, he’s a good athlete, and
he can shoot the ball.”
Before playing this past
season at Hutchinson, Dixon
played alongside current Western
guard junior Anthony Sally
at Motlow State Community
College in Tennessee.

LANCE BOOTH/Herald

Freshman Kyle Chettleburgh came in first place at the WKU Invitational for the Men’s 3000 Steeplechase
with a final time of 9:37:01.

Team shows success at first home meet
JONATHAN LINTNER
sports@chherald.com
Track and field coach Erik
Jenkins said last week that his
team would show off a balanced
attack at the WKU Invitational.
It did just that Saturday by
sweeping the women’s relays,
men’s throwing events and
recording victories in sprinting,
jumping and field competitions.
“It’s always good to be able
to perform at home,” Jenkins
said. “To be able to have five
regional qualifiers in your first
home meet is a testament to the
program’s success.”
Western won 16 events and
posted five regional-qualifying
marks in the school’s first home
meet in three years.
Runners hit the track at
noon and distance-specialist
sophomore Jane Bartonjo and
graduate student Sarah Namara
swept the top two spots of the
women’s 5,000-meter run in
convincing fashion.
Bartonjo credited teamwork
for the win, saying “it was the
start of a good day.”
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“We were able to continue a
quick pace together,” Bartonjo
said. “I knew I had control with
200 meters to go.”
From there, junior Jeremy
Evans recorded the first
qualifying mark of his
career with a leap of 6-feet,
10.75-inches in the high jump
and senior Mandhla Mgijima
scored qualifying marks of his
own with a win in the long jump
and a runner-up finish in the
triple jump.
In the women’s long jump,
junior Samantha Smith became
only the third woman in school
history to jump more than 20
feet in a regional-qualifying
effort of 20 feet, one inch.
“Samantha (Smith) has
just flourished in our system,”
Jenkins said. “She can pretty
much do it all.”
The fifth regional-qualifying
mark posted by the Toppers
Saturday came from senior
thrower Sarah Lambrecht, who
threw 184-1 to win the women’s
hammer.
In the men’s throwing events,
junior Brian Soverns took first

in the discus, hammer throw and
javelin. Senior Matt Taitt won
the shot put going away with a
54-11.25, but was disappointed
with the result.
“Every weekend, I look to
get a personal best, and this
weekend I didn’t,” Taitt said.
“It’s hard to step up when you’re
throwing against yourself.”
The men’s long relay team
won with a 3 minutes 13.42
seconds, and the women posted
a winning time of 4:00.01.
Freshman Sharika Smith,
who took part in a winning 4x100
team as well as the 4x400, ran
Western alum Valerie Brown
to one hundredth of a second in
the 100-meter dash.
“Valerie is the top female
athlete on campus,” Jenkins
said. “Sharika’s effort (in the
100 meters) is a sign of a good
future for the program.”
Western’s track team
takes next week off in
preparation for the Sun Belt
Conference Outdoor Track
and Field Championships in
Murfreesboro, Tenn., May
8-10.
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Rice’s hit
streak ends
SARAH HYMAN
sports@chherald.com
The hair may be gone, but the
hits keep coming for sophomore
catcher Matt Rice.
Though Rice’s school-record
31-game hitting streak ended
after an 0-for-5 performance at
Arkansas State on April 18, he
has had a hit in each of the five
games since then.
“Whenever it ended, not
really much changed,” Rice
said. “But I cut my hair. I was
growing my
hair out,
w a s n ’ t
going
to
cut the hair,
but I had to
cut the hair
when the
streak was
over.”
Rice has
scored nine
Matt Rice
total runs in
20 at-bats
since the streak ended, walking
three times and striking out only
once.
See ENDS,

page
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CODY DUTY/Herald

Senior quarterback Brandon Smith outruns senior defensive back Jihad Morris scoring the first touchdown during the Red-White scrimmage at Smith Stadium
Saturday night. The offense, who wore white jerseys, outscored the defense, who wore red jerseys, 68-36.

WKU SPORTS NOTEBOOK

The white way

Ryan signs
contract; Western
gets recruit

White team victory closes out spring drills

ANDREW ROBINSON
sports@chherald.com
Former Western offensive
lineman Greg Ryan said he had
about 25 new friend requests
waiting for him on Facebook
Monday.
Apparently, that’s what
signing a free agent contract
with the Baltimore Ravens will
do for you.
“I was really relieved,” Ryan
said. “I didn’t expect to be
drafted. I didn’t know if I was
even going to get a call. I’ve got
a shot to play in the NFL at the
next level. Just that chance to
play is exciting.”
Ryan was a three-year starter
while at Western, he also started
all 12 games for Western in
2008.
“I am thrilled for Greg, and
it is tremendous that he will be
able to continue his career at
the highest level,” coach David
Elson said in a statement. “He
has truly given our program
everything we have asked for
the last five years, and everyone
associated with Hilltopper
football is better because of it.”
Ryan said he spent the
weekend with his family in
Murray barbecuing and waiting
for a call from a team.
Ryan also said he will
report to Baltimore next week
for rookie mini-camp before
Optional Team Activities or
OTAs begin on May 17th.
See CONTRACT,

page
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MIKE STUNSON
sports@chherald.com
In a spring season centered around Western’s quarterback
race, it was the return game that stood out during the annual
Red-White Scrimmage.
Sophomore wide receiver Antionne Lightfoot had six
returns for 210 yards to give the offense the field position it
needed in its 68-36 victory.
“That’s the one thing I told them in the locker room —

‘You learn the value of field position,’” coach David Elson
said.
The scrimmage had a unique scoring system that allowed
the defense to score points by forcing turnovers and
defensive stops among other things.
The game started out slow for the offense, down 0-12
at one point, but a 73-yard touchdown run by quarterback
Brandon Smith gave the offense momentum.
See VICTORY,
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BASEBALL

Toppers switch up
pitching schedule

SARAH HYMAN
sports@chherald.com
Western’s pitching staff has played its
own version of musical chairs the past few
weeks.
The Toppers (30-12, 16-5 Sun Belt
Conference) won their 12th consecutive
home series by taking two games from
Florida Atlantic this weekend.
An RBI single from senior shortstop
Terrence Dayleg gave Western a walk-off
4-3 win on Sunday.
The single scored senior left fielder
Matt Hightower, who pitched 6.2 innings
in Friday’s 3-1 loss.
“I just try to contribute any way I

GET INSIDE THE GAME

can,” Hightower said. “Obviously, things
didn’t go as well as they could have on
Friday, but as long as we get the series,
that’s all that matters.”
Hightower pitched his third Friday
night game of the season after pitching
the season’s first six Saturday games.
Coach Chris Finwood gave junior
pitcher Matt Ridings the chance to
become the Friday starter this season
after going 10-3 with a team-best 3.88
ERA in 16 appearances in 2008, mostly
pitching on Saturdays, but moved him
back to Saturday starts before the April
10-12 home series with New Orleans.
See TOPPERS,

page

LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Junior pitcher Matt Ridings high fives senior outfielder Matt Hightower
while wearing his inside-out “rally cap” in the bottom of the ninth inning.
Hightower scored the winning run against Florida Atlantic University after
senior infielder Terrence Dayleg drove a single down the third base line
Sunday afternoon. The Toppers’ beat FAU 4-3, clenching their weekend
series against FAU 2-1.
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Western took two of three games
against South Alabama. PAGE 14
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Western hosted its first home track
and field meet in more than two
years this past weekend. PAGE 15
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